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It is that time of the year again 

 

8%  
after    
tax 

This is the time of the year when agents, analysts and 

other ‘experts’ forecast the state of the residential     

market in the year ahead. 

The common consensus seems to be that price               

inflation will remain high in the early part of the year 

before tapering off as we head into Spring.  

The overall growth rate is expected to be between 5% and 10%.  Naturally, 

there are people who are more pessimistic and are forecasting below 5%. 

Few, if any, agents etc. are forecasting prices to drop.  

As you might expect, many forecasters and ‘experts’ have vested interests and 

will talk up the market in the hope of attracting buyers and investors.  They are 

unlikely to say it is going to crash. 

Whilst there is a little more science to forecasting the market than crystal ball 

gazing, the reality is that it is extremely difficult to accurately forecast price 

growth in any market, let alone one as diverse as the UK.   

As for 2021, it wasn’t rocket science to predict the market. The only question 

was the extent to which it would grow.  Like a lot of people, we see didn’t see 

10% plus on the horizon and we were too conservative in our forecast.   

With that in mind, here are our thoughts for the year ahead; 

One of the primary factors forcing prices up is the lack of supply.  Whilst most 

agents have been complaining of a lack of stock, they are now reporting that 

more properties are coming on the market.  

Interest rates are set to rise, although not excessively, and disposable income is 

unlikely to increase. The good news is that neither should adversely impact in 

any meaningful way.  Additionally, the ongoing housing shortage will continue 

and this will prop up demand from home-buyers and tenants. 

The above should result in growth in the range of 1% to 5%.  That is down from 

this year, but still represents sold growth.  Growth at this rate over an extended 

period is more preferable to dramatic price increases, which inevitably result in 

equally dramatic price reductions. 

With no shortage of tenants, rental growth should be strong and ahead of             

inflation. 

Whilst the risk of a price correction can never be entirely ruled out, the            

prospects of such an event occurring appear minimal. 

 I wouldn’t ’bet the house’ on the extent of the price growth, but I would bet on 

the housing sector performing adequately this year.  

 

Registering 

now has its 

benefits  

Our recent fixed interested    

opportunities have been             

popular with our clients.  

Our last opportunity closed 

within ten days and a number 

of investors missed out.  

All our opportunities are              

offered on a ‘first come, first 

served’ basis. 

if you are considering investing 

we suggest you register your 

interest with us.   

This will allow us to send you 

an information pack explaining 

how we structure each                 

opportunity. 

When we have identified a 

specific property we will send 

you full details before we offer 

it to our broader database. 

You will be under no obligation 

to invest. 

 Importantly, you will have a 

head start in terms of            

understanding the structure 

etc. and deciding whether or 

not the opportunity suits you. info@stdavidgroup.com  www.stdavidgroup.com 

 



Private            

Syndicates 

O u r  p r i v a t e           

syndicates acquire 

the acol co-living properties we              

develop (please see example shown in 

this newsletter).    

We form a UK registered LLP which            

acquires the property. We manage the 

LLP and the property for five years. 

After three years the investors vote to 

sell the property or continue to hold it for 

a further two years. 

At the end of the five year period the 

property is sold and the capital and profit 

is returned to the investors. 

The minimum investment is £40,000. 

Investors can invest directly into the LLP 

and incur a personal UK tax liability in 

respect of the rent or through an             

offshore vehicle which will pay UK         

tax - the investor incurs no personal         

liability. 

Our properties produce a net rental              

income after ALL costs of 7% plus p.a., 

plus capital growth in line with the 

sector. 

Our syndicates are a great                     

opportunity to invest in a superb 

property with a lower investment 

level and no ongoing ownership    

management issues. 

For further information please contact 

us. 

Our syndicates are only offered to           

offshore investors and this is not an        

invitation to the general public to invest 

in one of them.  

and market updates 

Rental update 

Frequently asked           

questions  

Wales was the strongest performing region in 

2021,  with house prices rising 14.8%. This was 

due to domestic demand, as overseas investors 

continued to focus on more familiar markets such 

as London and Manchester.   

 8%  
after   
  tax 

  

Our fixed interest opportunities 

We use investor funds to acquire and develop          

our  acol co-living properties.   

The following summarises the opportunity; 
 

Direct loan to the company (not a private syndicate) 

8% after UK tax - St David will pay the UK withholding tax 

12 month investment period 

Minimum investment  -  £40,000 

First charge over the property and a                                            

floating charge over the borrower’s assets 

No bank debt 

Ring fenced - no cross liabilities with other properties 

For further information please contact us 

 

 
Q. Can I invest a lower amount with you? 

R. It depends on the specific project and the 

total amount we are raising.  We always 

suggest that if an opportunity appeals to a 

client then he/she should contact us and we  

can explore the options available.  

Zoopla, a        

leading UK            

property portal, is forecasting that rents will 

grow by 4.5% in 2022. 

Hamptons, a leading agency, is expecting                 

rental growth of 2.5% 

Benham and Reeves, a London agency,   

believe rents in the capital will rise by 5.5% 

 

 



to 
co-living               

at its 
best 

We have just completed another of our acol properties -  

Woodville.  We are pleased with the final product and the 

property will rent easily and at the expected rental figures. 

The photos below show the various stages of the                       

refurbishment work.   

All our acol properties undergo extensive refurbishment.  

This helps attract quality tenants, minimize ongoing              

maintenance costs and comply with all regulations.  

Stripping back the veneer to see what is underneath 

Taking the property back to its basic structure 

Doing the work 

The finished property 

 
The property has been fully furnished and each room has everything                          

from a bed to a microwave and a fridge/freezer 

The property will produce a 7% plus p.a. income after ALL costs 



 
 

Finally, some good news for apartment                                  

owners with cladding issues 

As a result of the Grenfell disaster, numerous high rise apartment blocks need to 

replace their existing cladding which is combustible and unsafe.                         

The government had previously set up a fund to help with the financial              

burden, but only blocks over 18 meters high were eligible.  As you might expect, 

the application process and eligibility criteria have been widely criticised. 

Unfortunately, multiple apartment owners with defective cladding cannot sell their properties until the new                      

cladding is in place.  

Some people, including MPs, feel that the blame lies with the developers and the government should not be          

bailing out individual apartment owners with public funds.   

To some extent, this has been accepted by leading developers who have set aside nearly £1bn to fix the blocks 

they built.   

Additionally, a new “cladding tax” will come into force from April, which is 

expected to raise a further £2 billion. 

Michael Gove, the new housing Supremo, has now written to developers 

asking them to come up with another £4bn to re-clad buildings between 11 

and 18 meters.              

He has given construction companies until March to agree a funding plan or 

he is ‘prepared to take all steps necessary’, including taking companies to 

court and bringing in new laws and taxes.  

Grenfell occurred in June 2017 and cladding was quickly identified as a primary factor.  In the last four and half 

years the government has not effectively dealt with the problem, leaving many apartment owners facing punitive 

costs.   

The position of owners in blocks under 18 meters has been even worse – there has previously been no proposal 

to offer them any financial assistance. 

Mr Gove, the government’s principal ‘fixer’, recently took over the housing portfolio and lo and behold we now 

have some action.  What have his predecessors been doing all this time?   

Virtually everyone feels that individual apartment owners should not have to bear re-cladding costs.                         

The key issue is identifying who should pay and how the costs should be apportioned.   

Developers and construction companies have pointed that out that, whilst 

there are always instances of abuse, most of the cladding installed pre 

Grenfell did meet all the government standards at that time. They argue that 

the burden should accordingly be shared between themselves, the            

government and cladding companies.   

So far cladding companies have paid nothing and the government has not 

explained why this is the case. 

Mr. Gove appears to have decided to target the big developers as, after all, 

they have made lots of money with the government’s ‘help to buy’ scheme and some senior management teams 

have made fortunes along the way. 

Whilst we are at last seeing signs of the cladding problem being addressed, this should have occurred long ago.  

Additionally, the burden should be shared by all the offending parties. Whether that happens, and the position of 

all affected apartment owners is remedied, remains to be seen.  

 

Disclaimer;  St David has never installed defective cladding on its buildings and is not affected by any of the             

governments cladding proposals.  

 

 

 



info@stdavidgroup.com     
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Something lighter 

 

Thought of the month 

  

If you didn’t spot the speling 
mistake, here it is…... 

The family                         
resemblance? 

 

Mother and daughter 

From all of us at                

St David and                

Dewisant 
 

Kung Hei Fat Choy 

 

Lyn Justine 

When it comes to rude and inconsiderate           

people, the following is worth remembering; 
 

NIL DESPERANDUM                           

CARBURUNDUM ILLEGITAMI 

With Covid and                  
everything, 
aren’t you         

worried about              
investing in 
property?  I think 2022 will 

bring great              
investment returns 

  Why? 

 

Simple.  I am                 
investing in great            

properties                   
(with St David,                  

of course) 

The content herein expresses the views of 

St David and our MD.                     

No offence is intended to any party.   

All feedback on the content and format is 

always greatly appreciated. 

From our last newsletter 

 

Quarantine restrictions have meant our MD has 

had to further delay his next visit to HK/Asia.   

Until he returns, if you would like an                       

obligation-free discussion regarding our             

opportunities and services please contact us 

 Just prior to Christmas we held our end of year 

party for the team and their partners.  Sadly, Simon, 

Dan and Gina missed out  -  see you next year. 

The MD kept his speech short (for once) and               

Si Jones, our Senior Property Manager, won our 

Above and Beyond Award.  Well done Si! 

A great time was had by all and we look forward to 

next year’s event. 

Ps  We all had negative Covid tests on the day of 

the event! 
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